SMILE Summer Teacher Workshop
August 5-7, 2019

Monday, August 5
7 a.m. Breakfast, Arnold Dining Center (for those who stayed in the hall)
8 a.m. Registration, meet and greet, outside Milam Hall/MU Quad side
8:30 a.m. Welcome, Milam 019
9 a.m. Trend data, Milam 019
9:45 a.m. Tracks by level
  Elementary – RCRV: Pass the Salt, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – GMO: Better Bananas, Strand Ag 163
  High – GMO: Better Bananas, Strand Ag 161
Noon Lunch, pick-up boxed lunches in Strand Ag 169 and eat outside
1 p.m. Tracks by level
  Elementary – RCRV: The Dense Seas, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – Genomics, Strand Ag 163
  High – Sea Ice, Strand Ag 161
3 p.m. Snack, Strand Ag 169 (south lounge)
3:15 p.m. Tracks by level
  Elementary – Genomics, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – RCRV: The Dense Seas, Strand Ag 163
  High – Ocean Microbes, Strand Ag 161
5:30 p.m. Dinner, Arnold Dining Center

Tuesday, August 6
7 a.m. Breakfast, Arnold Dining Center (for those staying in residence hall)
8 a.m. Vans leave for Field Trip – Load the vans outside Bloss Hall
7 p.m. Return to Corvallis

Wednesday, August 7
7 a.m. Breakfast, Arnold Dining Hall (for those staying in residence hall)
8:30 a.m. Coffee, Strand 169 (south lounge)
9 a.m. Tracks by level
  Elementary – Oregon Community Foundation, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – SMILE Updates, Strand Ag 163
  High – Watersheds, Strand Ag 161
10 a.m. Tracks by level
  Elementary – Ocean Engineering, Strand Ag 261
Middle – Oregon Community Foundation, Strand Ag 163
High – SMILE Updates, Strand Ag 161

11 a.m.
Tracks by level
Elementary – SMILE Updates, Strand Ag 261
Middle – Ocean Engineering, Strand Ag 163
High – Oregon Community Foundation, Strand Ag 161

Noon
Community Planning Time
Pickup curriculum boxes in Strand Ag 162
Look through free books and materials in Strand Ag 162 – Take what you want
Please be checked out of your residence hall room by 1 p.m.

12:30 p.m.
Have a safe trip home!